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Cocorioko website
Monday, 12 February 2007
http://www.cocorioko.net
HINGA NORMAN UNDERGOES HIP REPLACEMENT SURGERY IN SENEGAL:
COMING OUT WITH HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT OF HIS POLITICAL ALLIANCE
THIS WEEK.
Former Coordinator of Sierra Leone's Civil Defence Force
(CDF), Chief Hinga Norman, has undergone successful hip
replacement surgery in Dakar, Senegal. Reports reaching
COCORIOKO from our correspondent in Senegal, Foday
Sesay , said that the operation was performed on Friday and
Chief Norman is making satisfactory recovery . At his
bedside is his daughter and several family members
COCORIOKO can also reliably inform you that with the operation now out of the way and the
former Interior Minister making a speedy recovery, Chief Norman will be making a huge
announcement this week about his political alignment and future.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 12 February 2007
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia
AP February 12, 2007

Liberian leader hails progress, says more aid needed
By GEORGE GEDDA

WASHINGTON_Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf on Monday hailed the gains her yearold government has achieved but warned that the country's recovery is fragile and needs
continued outside help. "Slowly but steadily we are making out way back. We know we can
create a new peaceful, open and prosperous Liberia," she said in a speech at the outset of an
official visit here. But she expressed concern that international attention on Liberia may be
flagging. Assistance for her country should be accelerated not leveled off, she said. Johnson
Sirleaf spoke to a crowd of 200, an event organized by the Center for Global Development,
an independent think tank that works to reduce global poverty and inequality.

Nigeria, Liberia to reach memorandum of understanding on
defense and security
MONROVIA, Feb 11, 2007 (Xinhua via COMTEX) -- Nigeria and Liberia is soon to reach a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on defense and security cooperation, a senior
Nigerian official said at the weekend. Leading a military delegation on a one-day visit to the
Liberian capital Monrovia on Saturday, Nigeria's defense minister Thomas Ironsi said that he
was impressed with the level of security in the strife torn West African country. The
delegation was to assess the level of cooperation existing between the Nigerian contingent in
the UN Peacekeeping Mission In Liberia (UNMIL) and the Liberian side, he said.

International Clips on West Africa
There no relevant stories on West Africa in the international media today.

Local Media – Newspaper
Pre-Partnership Conference on Liberia Opens in Washington D.C.
• In a dispatch from the United States, the Press Secretary to President Ellen JohnsonSirleaf, Mr. Cyrus Badio said that a pre-partnership forum of co-sponsors would be
held today to conclude arrangements for Tuesday’s opening session of the main
Partnership Conference on Liberia in Washington D.C.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Liberia National Police Graduates Officers
• The Liberian National Police over the weekend graduated over 125 police officers,
amounting to 2,585 officers who have been trained by UNMIL in the restructuring
exercise of the Police.
• Speaking at the graduation exercise, Associate Justice, Kabineh Ja’neh stressed the
need for adequate logistics and training to make the police more professional and
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effective while Liberia National Police Training Commandant, Col. Peter Zayzay urged
the officers to respect the rule of law in the performance of their duties and expressed
disappointment over the refusal of females to sign up for the police service.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Liberia Security Will Not Be Compromised UNMIL Assures
• Speaking at a medals parade for 118 Nigerian Formed Police Unit serving with the
United Nations Mission in Liberia in Gbarnga, Bong County, the Special Representative
of the Secretary-General, Mr. Alan Doss assured Liberians that the Mission would
ensure that Liberia’s national security would not be compromised as the Mission’s
15,000 strong would remain vigilant in maintaining the peace and security for the
Government to concentrate on rebuilding the Country.
• Mr. Doss lauded the Nigerian Police for their role in helping to bring stability and order
to Liberia.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Liberia Celebrates Armed Forces Day Today
• According to a proclamation issued in Monrovia, President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf
declared yesterday, Sunday as Armed Forces Day in recognition of the valuable
services of the military to Liberia.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Complete versions of the UNMIL International Press Clips, UNMIL Daily Liberian Radio Summary and
UNMIL Liberian Newspapers Summary are posted each day on the UNMIL Bulletin Board. If you are
unable to access the UNMIL Bulletin Board or would like further information on the content of the
summaries, please contact Mr. Weah Karpeh at karpeh@un.org.
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BBC Online
Tuesday, 13 February 2007
Guinea leader declares emergency
Guinea's President Lansana Conte has declared a "state of siege"
and told the army to restore public order, after three days of
violent protests.
Speaking on state radio and television, Mr Conte said he had
told the military to "take all necessary measures" to prevent the
risk of a civil war.
The army has been ordered to
The clashes followed a call by unions for protesters to resume a quell protests in Guinea's
strike called to force Mr Conte from power.
towns
At least 15 people were reported killed in the capital, Conakry, on Monday.
Gunfire was heard near army barracks, while gangs of youths armed with machetes and clubs
were seen marching through some suburbs.
Others were killed in clashes on Saturday, as protesters took to the streets in several Guinean
towns.
'Protect the people'
The unions called off last month's 18-day strike after Mr Conte promised to hand powers to a
prime minister.
But they renewed the strike action call after saying the man
Orders have been given to
named on Friday for the post, Eugene Camara, was too close to the heads of the armed forces
Mr Conte.
to take all necessary measures
to re-establish public order
Dressed in traditional robes, Mr Conte appeared on national
television and radio to announce that the unrest amounted to a President Lansana Conte
"state of siege".
"Orders have been given to the heads of the armed forces to take all necessary measures to reestablish public order and protect the people of Guinea from a civil war," he said.
Mr Conte said he had fulfilled the unions' demand that he appoint a prime minister, and accused
"badly intentioned people" of hijacking the movement to flout government authority.
'Angry population'
The BBC's Will Ross in Conakry says that with so many people calling for the president to step
down, the new measures, which include a round-the-clock curfew, are likely produce even more
anger among an already angry population.
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Many in Guinea blame Mr Conte - who seized power in a 1984
coup but has since won three elections - for the country's ailing
economy, our reporter says, and see a change of leadership as
the only solution.
The president, meanwhile, has turned to the army to end the
crisis, he says.
Under Guinean law, a state of emergency prohibits all public
The unions say President Conte
gatherings and imposes a strict curfew, while giving the military is too sick to run the country
expanded powers.
The French Foreign Ministry has said it is following the situation "extremely closely" and has
urged all parties to exercise restraint.
Regional fears
The unions say Mr Conte, who is in his 70s, has diabetes and rarely appears in public, is too sick
to continue running the country.
They also accuse him of personally securing the release of two
prominent men accused of corruption.
Guinea is rich in minerals but is seen as one of the world's most
corrupt countries and most people live in poverty.
About 60 people were killed in protests during last month's
strike, when security forces fired live bullets to prevent
demonstrators reaching central Conakry.
Some fear that violence in Guinea could spread to its neighbours, Liberia, Ivory Coast and Sierra
Leone.
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The Patriotic Vanguard
Monday, 12 February 2007
Guinea: Lansana Conte May Soon Go.
By Gibril Koroma
Over 50 people have died in the recent disturbances in Guinea-Conakry and our
sources in that troubled country have predicted that this is the beginning of the
end of the ageing and sick president Lansana Conte’s political career.
Last weekend has been highly dramatic and tragic all over Guinea as houses
were torched, property looted and people killed in almost all the regions. The
recent disturbances were sparked when Conte appointed a confidante and ally,
Eugene Camara, as Prime Minister, much to the anger of the protesters, who
rejected Camara and asked for somebody neutral. They also repeated that Conte
himself should step down. Eugene was a Governor of Guinea’s central bank.
In Conakry, on Saturday, the demonstrators went on the rampage in places like Ratoma, Matam, Matoto
and Bonfi burning police stations and looting rice from rice stores. The Ratoma municipal offices were
ransacked and millions of Guinean francs carted away, according to Le Diplomate Guinee, a Guinean
newspaper. The buildings housing Sotelgui and Western Union were also destroyed for reasons yet
unclear. An unconfirmed BBC report says two soldiers were killed by the protesters.
The Conakry residence of the president of Guinea Bissau, Nino Viera was also ransacked. Viera is a friend
of Lansana Conte and the demonstrators fear he might send mercenaries to help Conte if things really get
out of hand.
In Nzerekore, on the Ivorian border, the house of Eugene Camara was burnt to the ground. In Kankan,
Pita, Labe and Mamou, many government buildings and the residences of government officials were also
completely destroyed and prisoners released from jail. In Siguiri, the house of the Finance minister was
smashed to the ground and property carted away.
Donka hospital in Conakry, Guinea’s largest, was filled to the brim with the sick and wounded and
hospital authorities are making arrangements for some of the patients to give space to the new arrivals.
Meanwhile Air France and other airlines have suspended flights to Guinea and some embassies have
started evacuating their citizens.
According to a BBC report, neighbouring governments, especially those in Sierra Leone and Liberia are
worried about developments in Guinea because they fear spill-over effects.
Conte has meanwhile declared martial law in the country today; this forbids all public demonstrations but
we are yet to see whether the demonstrators will abide by it.
Gunshots were heard earlier today at the Alpha Yaya barracks in Conakry. Some soldiers were protesting
the delay over their promotions. The government immediately announced their promotions.
The protesters,lead by the country’s trade unions, are asking Conte to appoint Ba Mamadou, a veteran
opposition politician, as Prime Minister to reflect power-sharing.
Photo: The embattled and beleagured president Lansana Conte.
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The Toronto Star
Feb 11, 2007 04:30 AM
http://www.thestar.com/News/article/180476
Long road back to the killing field
Olivia Ward
Canadian prosecutor faces special challenges in trying to bring Khmer Rouge to justice.

In Cambodia, where more than 1 million people perished at the hands of the Khmer Rouge, a
quiet struggle is going on that will determine the fate of the survivors: whether they will receive
justice in their lifetimes or be swept to
the margins of their troubled country's
history.
At issue are the rules for prosecuting
suspects under a joint national and
international tribunal sponsored by the
United Nations and aimed at trying
senior perpetrators of the crimes that
took place in Cambodia's notorious
"killing fields" between 1975 and 1979.
Cambodian and international judges are
trying to hammer out a compromise
between two very different systems of
law so that trials can go ahead. And the man caught in the middle is the tribunal's Canadian
prosecutor, Robert Petit.
"They have to come up with a comprehensive set of rules so everyone will be reading from the
same book," Petit says in a phone interview from Phnom Penh, where he has been based for the
past seven months.
Petit, a 45-year-old Montrealer and veteran of war-crimes tribunals in Rwanda, Sierra Leone,
Kosovo and East Timor, was chosen by the United Nations to prosecute the trial, alongside
Cambodian counterpart Chea Leang.
Petit has cases ready to launch and is aware that the top Khmer Rouge leaders are aging and
dying. But he says nothing will happen until the Cambodian and international judges resolve their
differences.
"Legally speaking, nothing stops the process from going on. But with the state of national law,
and the differences in interpretations, we must wait until there is an agreement."
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If that doesn't happen when the Cambodian and international judges meet in a plenary session
next month, the outlook for the trials – and prospects for the victims – will be clouded. Reports
say the international judges may quit in frustration.
Human Rights Watch and other critics have accused the Cambodian government of interfering in
the tribunal and delaying prosecutions. Prime Minister Hun Sen, who has agreed to the trials, was
a former member of the Khmer Rouge but not at a level of command responsibility. He is not
considered at risk of prosecution.
Human Rights Watch has called for open hearings, appointment of independent defence counsel
and other international standards of justice that the Cambodian authorities may not be eager to
embrace.
And, rights groups say, the government, though paying lip service to the trials, has appointed
judges with close ties to the ruling Cambodian People's Party.
"Hun Sen supported the creation of the tribunal to a point, but he has heavily influenced who the
judges were," says Noah Novogrodsky, director of the International Human Rights Program at
University of Toronto and a visiting professor at Georgetown University's law faculty.
"Cambodian politics infect the court."
Critics fear that the government will try to filter out information it does not want made public,
destroying the credibility of the court as well as the victims' chances of achieving justice.
In contrast with other war-crimes sites where he has worked, Petit says "there is a striking lack of
understanding on the part of the victims about why this happened to them.
"At the time, the reasons weren't clear, and since then there has been no education to make it any
clearer. Now, there is a whole generation that wonders why a father, grandfather or grandmother
died."
Led by the late dictator Pol Pot, the Khmer Rouge installed a reign of terror based on a radical
communist ideology that called for elimination of educated, religious and middle-class people,
including those who managed the country's basic services.
The international judges are now faced with a dilemma. If they soften their stance on the rules of
justice, the exercise could become a travesty. But if the Cambodians refuse to bend, the trials
might never proceed.
"If the tribunal ends up being an institution where the defendants don't enjoy the presumption of
innocence, the judiciary is bent on revenge rather than evidence and there is an effort to
scapegoat one part of the political community, it could turn into retributive justice," says
Novogrodsky, who has helped train Cambodians to take part in the tribunal.
"That would not be restorative for the country as a whole."
But Petit is uneasy with the symbolic weight that has been heaped on the trials.
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"The worst thing we can do is to make the criminal law process something it is not," he says. "We
are not here to write history. Those things are better dealt with by truth and reconciliation
commissions, education and government programs. Our role is very black and white – to find
someone innocent or guilty beyond a reasonable doubt."
But he admits that "we are conscious that this is supposed to help people come to terms and move
on from these dramatic and tragic events. Courts have a limited mandate, but they have to make a
contribution on the personal, national and international level."
The tribunal has been given a three-year lifespan. And it has to work on a tight budget of $56
million. Canada has donated $2 million, but Cambodia says it may not be able to meet its $13.3
million contribution.
"We are working with limited resources and the smallest staff I have seen (in a war-crimes
court)," says Petit. The tribunal includes 17 Cambodian and 12 international judges and
prosecutors.
By comparison, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia has a budget of
more than $150 million a year and a total staff of 1,200.
A criminal prosecutor in Montreal for eight years, Petit made his first trip overseas in 1995,
applying for a post in the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and ending up as a
prosecutor of some of the most notorious leaders of the 1994 genocide. He worked as a legal
adviser with the UN mission in Kosovo, a prosecutor with the UN in East Timor and a senior trial
attorney with the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
In Cambodia, Petit has not released names of the prospective defendants, but a half dozen former
Khmer Rouge officials are widely believed to be on the list, only one of whom is in custody.
Despite the daunting challenges, the prosecutor hopes trials will get underway this year.
"At the end of the day," he says, "I would like to be able to tell the people of Cambodia that, with
the resources we have, we have managed to prosecute people who should be brought to justice,
and in a sufficient number to be credible
"I hope Cambodians will feel that the prosecutions, and the judgments rendered, will help them
understand what happened and that there was justice done. And I hope we will leave some kind
of imprint on the justice system, so it can also move forward in a better way."
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Press Conference in Monrovia, Liberia by Karim Khan, Counsel for
Charles Taylor
Wednesday, 7 February 2007
Transcript
WOMAN’S VOICE: [indistinct] press that the defence [indistinct] Mr. Taylor appointed by the UN has
arrived [indistinct] Mr. Taylor informed the UN that he does not have the money to pay for his lawyers, so
he has been given two lawyers by the United Nations and these are the lawyers on my left hand side. And
along with them is Mr. [noise on tape]
KARIM KHAN: First of all, many thanks for the invitation. I’m very grateful to accept the invitation most
graciously extended by the family of my client, Charles Ghankay Taylor. This is the first press conference
[indistinct] [basically] for Charles Taylor, and it has many implications to speak to the press. I consider
this appropriate, not to speak to the international media in Freetown, nor to speak to the media in London
or The Hague, but consider it appropriate on this, our first press [indistinct] the Republic of Liberia, to
speak to the citizens of this country who elected, democratically, my client to high office.
Some parameters need to be explained. As a member of the bar, and as the lawyer in fact selected by Mr.
Taylor from a suitably qualified list, I am bound by a code of professional conduct. So at the outset I must
ask you to forgive me. I hope you don’t expect me to start speaking about the facts of the case or about the
evidence, because that I am not inclined to do, nor am I professionally able to do so under the Code of
Conduct of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, as well as the English Bar [Counsel] Code. What I can do
is to [respond to] [as far as our brief programme] is concerned, seek to explain the function of the defence,
our role as defence counsel, and what we’re doing.
At the end of this conference, it will be quite short [I should say] a short statement will be [indistinct],
perhaps some you have it on hand now, which is [indistinct] to announce our presence here in Liberia. But
the team that I have assembled to assist me comprises here in Liberia firstly counsellor James Supuwood
who you are very familiar with. He is an extremely able and experienced advocate in the Liberian courts.
He is working very kindly and at significant inconvenience to himself, pro bono. He is not receiving a cent
from the Court or from us, and his help is greatly appreciated, and it is with heartfelt thanks that I welcome
him to our team.
Also I introduce here in Liberia to my colleague Mr. Avi Singh. Avi is a member of the California and
India bars. He’s exceptionally experienced in international humanitarian law. He’s been a member in the
ICTR working a defence case there. And we do have a larger team. We have an investigator in Freetown
and we also have a co-counsel at the moment, Roger Sahota, who’s a solicitor for Supreme Court in
England and Wales working from The Hague, as well as another legal assistant, Miss Kareen Bousman to
also we poached from the Rwandan tribunals and who I had the privilege of working with previously in
the Yugoslav tribunals.
We are at a stage of proceedings where we are trying to prepare for trial. And the Court, as you are well
aware, has fixed a June start date. We have submitted that that start date is significantly premature and
disadvantages the defence because the prosecution, not only because the prosecution had five years to
prepare his case and we had five months since the Legal Services Contract was signed, but the actual
complexity of the case simply demands more time. I can’t speak further about this matter because our
submissions which have been publicly filed and are available to all is currently under consideration by the
Trial Chamber. And we do expect that the Trial Chamber will make the appropriate decision in due course.
It is a matter entirely for them and we will comply to the best of our abilities with the orders of the Trial
Chamber.
Various other motions, of course, have been filed, and our views on various issues are well-ventilated and
I think they will not surprise any of you. We are, in addition, inviting members of the public to come
forward, fearlessly, and with courage, to speak the truth. In the press release I have detailed a contact
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number. Anybody who has anything to say to tell us information which may be relevant or of interest to
the defence should feel free to contact the defence team in confidence and let us know what they know that
may be of assistance.
I say “courage”, because of course we operate in a highly politicised environment. Our client, as it is well
known, was transferred to The Hague and the Security Council in its wisdom decided that the man who
had been free in Nigeria for some years without West Africa falling off the rest of the continent, who was
incarcerated and segregated, whose phone calls were monitored, who was handcuffed when he was taken
from the cells to the Court – nonetheless, that one man, surrounded by Mongolian peacekeepers was a
threat to international peace and security. and in that highly politicised environment – and you’re well
aware of the context here in Liberia – I do call upon those that wish to speak the truth to come forward
without the chilling effect of political opposition to speak to the defence team. Because the people of
Liberia deserve no less. No court, no judicial institution, certainly not the people of Liberia – and in my
humble opinion no people of Africa – demand vengeance. You are a very forgiving people, and when you
see the truth you latch onto it and accept it as your own.
These are not small politics, these are very major politics. And if one seeks justice rather than vengeance,
if one seeks clarity rather than confusion, if one seeks transparency rather than obfuscation, it requires a
transparent judicial process in which any person, whether they be the former President of Liberia or
whether they be the most humble citizen of Liberia, they deserve proper respect – not just as Liberians or
as Africans, but as citizens of the world. And this is why I do call upon the people of Liberia and the media
to remain engaged in this process, to demand that court proceedings are broadcast to this country so you
can follow and you can decide what is the truth. Is the myth based on fact, or is it a Hollywood fiction that
is simply being made into blockbuster movies?
End of the day, the task is for the judges to decide, and we are content with that. We believe the judges
have the ability to rise to the challenge, to separate fact from fiction. But it is for the people of Liberia to
demand that its country, its government, and the international community do not fall prey to “scapegoat
justice”. [Indistinct] a rigorous analysis of what happened in this country. Perhaps some of you have been
following the press reports coming out of the prosecution. Of course, the prosecution speaks quite a lot.
We have of course the highest regard for many people in the prosecution. Perhaps some more than others.
But the prosecution has said, I think on the 31st of January in the Court press release at least, that his aim
is to be the voice primarily of the people of Sierra Leone.
We of course extend, and our client has extended, the highest and warmest regards to the brothers and
sisters in Sierra Leone. But our job, and my job, is not to be the voice of anybody except the voice of
Charles Taylor. But if that voice is listened to, if it is understood, it is my belief and hope that the story of
the people of Liberia will be better understood.
So thank you once again for inviting me to this press conference. We look forward to the process. We look
forward to challenging the prosecution’s evidence in due course. And we thank you for the opportunity to
introduce our members of the team to you officially here in your wonderful country. Many thanks indeed.
Q. My name is [indistinct] [?Kennedy] and I work for Star Radio. Now, I see you in this article written in a
magazine...
KHAN: Which article is that?
Q: “Will Charles Taylor Get a Fair Trial”...
KHAN: Oh, that’s the New African article.
Q: Right. There’s a quotation that I [indistinct], “We have woefully inadequate resources and we will not
take part in the charade unless matters improve” [indistinct] Charles Taylor’s defence team. That’s a direct
quote. Now, does this suggest that when the requisite resources are not provided [indistinct] not [indistinct]
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to see a fair trial for Mr. Taylor [indistinct]. Additionally, who do you expect to provide the resources? Is it
Mr. Taylor or the Court?
KHAN: Well firstly, you’ll get to know me over the next year and [indistinct] that process. I try as far as I
can to keep my word. I did say at the outset this is the first press conference. This is the first interview I’ve
had – and that is true. So that quotation did not come from me. That’s the first point. I’ve read that article,
and it accurately cites many submissions that have been made in Court regarding various issues. Some of
those have been decided by the Court and you’ll be familiar with them, so much of it is very accurate, but
that quotation itself did not come from me. But of course one is hoping that the Court will give adequate
time and facilities. It is not for me at this point to threaten anybody or to make any statements in this
forum. But of course as a member of the bar, as somebody who holds the law dear, who believes and
aspires that the law and its processes mean something, of course I would not want to take part in any
proceeding that may be viewed as a sham or be viewed as deficient in any way. And it’s my hope that with
the attention of the world gazed on this case, focused on this case, with the demands of Liberians for
justice, for fair process for one of your own, and the responsibilities of the international community, a fair
trial even at this stage should be achieved. But we are not [masters] of this process. We are simple
participants, and we are dependent upon the Court and those that provide funding – which brings me to
your next question:: Mr. Taylor has been declared, the Court has looked into it, he’s been declared partly
indigent and his funding is the Court’s responsibility. So in the filings that we have made, of course we
have asked the Court ensure that adequate facilities are provided to us so that we have at least some kind
of parity, if not complete equality, with the prosecution who’ve had years, who’ve had millions of dollars,
who have an army of investigators and lawyers and experts, and of course the defence are very much the
poor relations. In many respects [indistinct] begging bowl. It’s not a position one relishes but that
unfortunately seems to be the reality.
I know the Court is trying at this late stage to obtain further funds. I think the prosecutor has said – and I’m
sure it had nothing to do with the start date of June – that the prosecutor said in New York that the Court
has received half its money, at least up to June. So they have money until June and the trial is due to start
in June. One hopes maybe it’s a little more money things may change, but of course the obligation’s on the
Court and international community and those that have incarcerated my client to make sure this is a fair
process that withstands the test of time.
Q: My name is Patrick [Konneh] and I work for Truth FM in Liberia and [Real] Television. Now there’s
been a lot of talks around here. I like to know from you, how will you like to compare Mr. Taylor’s
condition previously in Sierra Leone with that of his current condition in The Hague? And how is it like
interacting with Mr. Taylor? Are you being access to [interact with him]?
KHAN: Well, my filings speak for themselves. Personally it’s a very nice name, your radio station. I
haven’t had the benefit of listening to it so I’m sorry – certainly a very welcome name. But as far as the
submissions are concerned, it’s well known, defence pointed out numerous discrepancies between the
regime in Freetown that the other African accused, the other Sierra Leonean and Sierra Leonean accused in
Africa are granted as compared to the regime and operation in faraway Europe, in the Netherlands. So I
would refer you to the filings that we said in Court that we submitted in Court, my submissions in Court
which I think you have, you’ve been given. That’s my position, that the family have seen the differences,
they’ve been to both facilities and so I don’t think there’s anything more...
UNKNOWN: There’s an assumption, like he’s in The Hague, that conditions in a European detention
facility must be better than the detention facility even though it’s run by the United Nations in Africa. And
without speaking to the differences and your claim that these documents are publicly available, I urge you
not to fall for that assumption, and evaluate what’s been said objectively and decide for yourselves.
KHAN: Much of this case, and much of international justice, is of course about due process. It’s also about
respect, and I think that should not be forgotten.
Q: [Indistinct] your interaction with Mr. Taylor in The Hague?
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KHAN: Sorry, I must give somebody else a chance.
Q: My name is [Indistinct] Williams. I report for the [indistinct] Radio Veritas. You make reference to the
Prosecutor in Sierra Leone and from your [indistinct] one can surmise that you are not satisfied with
statement made. Do you have some fear with this entire proceeding from what you have been looking at.
Do you have fear in this process?
KHAN: No I don’t fear. I have the greatest respect and a great deal of affection for many colleagues in the
prosecution. I’m not a partisan figure. Myself, I worked for the prosecution of the Yugoslav and Rwandan
tribunals between ’97 and 2000. This is not personal, there’s no fear. We are looking forward, if we’re
granted preparation time, for this trial to start, because there’s a real story to tell. So no, we have no fear at
all of our friends in the prosecution. Not at all. I don’t know if they have any concerns, but we certainly
don’t.
Q: Yes sir, [Indistinct] Clark from [Indistinct] Television. We’ve learned that the defence team is in search
of an investigator [indistinct] utmost integrity and good character. We want to know how we go about in
search of this investigator in Liberia [indistinct].
KHAN: Yes we are looking for an investigator. We’re not looking for anybody, we’re looking for
somebody of the highest integrity, complete honesty, complete confidentiality who is willing to do an
awful lot of work in a short amount of time. So the bar will be set high. [It’s better] to have nobody than to
have somebody I cannot rely upon to provide an effective defence and comply with my professional
responsibilities and the various orders of the Court. But I think in the press release that I gave you, we
gave an email of my learned friend on my left, Mr. Singh, in which resumes or curriculum vitaes can be
sent, and once those are received I will consider them and Avi Singh will consider them, and we’ll
interview. The investigator in fact will be paid for by the Court, so it will require approvals [security]
clearances to a certain extent and then the Court has to be satisfied. So people should apply and if they are
quality, if they can be trusted and they can be useful, and if they can behave to the highest ethical
standards, then I’m really looking forward to reading their CV with interest.
Q: (From Radio Veritas, indistinct]
KHAN: There’s been no invasion of privacy at all by the Prosecution. No baseless allegations were made
by this defence team at all. The complaint is a matter that will be decided in due course, but I can explain it
so that there’s no misunderstanding that my friends in the prosecution are not improperly blamed is that a
camera has been placed in the room where legally privileged meetings take place. We have complained
that that is unfair and it is discriminatory because there is no such intrusion in the legal conferences, either
in relation to the Freetown accused – the CDF, RUF, AFRC accused – or in relation to Mr. Lebanga, who
is the only other African accused in the ICC. So in the whole international legal firmament, in international
courts, the only camera in any room where legal conferences take place is [indistinct] Mr. Taylor. We have
said, publicly, to the judges that is not fair, and the matter is currently before the President of the Court and
the President of the Court in due course will make the appropriate decision which we will respect and
which we look forward to.
Q: [Indistinct]
KHAN: I think it’s not a matter of suspecting anything. I think in any judicial process I may [indistinct]
and I think all people involved in human rights and international law [indistinct] with people of the press. I
respect the press and I think the press are the watchdogs of society in many respects. Your critical
thoughts, your comments, your insights are not garbage to be disregarded. And proper, insightful
[indistinct] and balanced comments are needed in a democratic society. This is aiming to be a democratic
society. So that being the case, when one of your citizens is whisked away, not just to a foreign court but
to a foreign continent, I think it is the legitimate concern of any citizen, and any country, to ensure that that
citizen’s rights are upheld. Of course you know Germany – great democracy – has taken certain action and
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is looking out for its citizens that have been improperly arrested by the United States. It’s normal in
international relations, it’s not something uncalled for, unheard of, normally. There are international
conventions when an individual is arrested. Normally one of the first things is that the consulate, the
ambassador, goes to visit him and [gives] consular assistance. Mr. Taylor has not had any consular
assistance. And I have high hopes for this country. You know you’re a great people and one hopes that
petty party politics will not pollute what should be a democratic society. The time is now the test and will
be the arbiter on that issue.
Q: [Indistinct]
KHAN: Well, Mr. Taylor has pleaded not guilty. He is presumed innocent, and we are assembling what
one hopes will be a very robust, and [interesting] case. And if Mr. Taylor, if we do what we need to do,
and of course it’s for the judges to decide whether or not the case has been proved beyond a reasonable
doubt in relation to allegations in Sierra Leone. Nothing relates to Liberia, it relates to Sierra Leone. And if
it’s not [proved] of course he will be acquitted – as any accused will be acquitted.
Q: I work for BBC and AP, Jonathan Paye-Layleh. The role of this investigator is somehow not clear to
me. Can you just explain exactly what this investigator will be doing here in Liberia?
KHAN: Working for me, and investigating the case according to my instructions. That should be enough
at the moment.
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Special Court Supplement
Amputee Nations Cup at the National Stadium on Friday, 9 February 2007
Sierra Leone Team I – 3, Ghana 0; Sierra Leone Team II – 0, Liberia - 0
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